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INTRODUCTION 
Let C be the field of complex numbers, G a finite group and H a sub-
group of G; let e be an idempotent in the group algebra CH and lety:H-*C 
be the character afforded by the representation of J1 in the left ideal CHe. 
r* 
Then CGe affords the induced character \f . By definition the Hecke algebra 
•J£(G,H,y) is the subalgebra eCGe of the group algebra CG; it is the opposite 
/•» 
algebra of the commuting algebra End-(IndTA\)) of the induced representation 
G 
Ind (A) where \ denotes the representation of H in the left ideal CHe. 
The Hecke algebra 3t(G,H,l„) where 1„ denotes the trivial character of 
H H 
H is isomorphic to the algebra of functions f:G->C which are constant on the 
(H,H) double cosets, with multiplication defined by convolution. This is the 
origin of the term Hecke algebra in the theory of automorphic functions. 
Since Jones' discovery of his now famous polynomial ( see reference /4/) 
there is a renewed interest in Hecke algebras and their representations. 
In §1 we recall the definition of a standard basis of a Hecke algebra 
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and of the structure constants. In §2 we give some examples of explicit 
computations of standard bases and structure constants of certain Hecke al-
gebras. In §3 we study the case of the commuting algebra of the Gelfand-
Graev representation of the group of two by two invertible matrices with en-
tries in a finite field. This algebra is commutative. We give a standard 
basis and compute the corresponding structure constants. There arises natu-
rally the question: Determine an explicit isomorphism of this algebra with 
C , where d is the number of elements of the standard basis! Or determine 
the algebra homomorphisms of this algebra into C by computing their values 
on the standard basis! This can be done using the well-known character-
table of the group GL~ of a finite field. Via the structure constants the 
product of the values of two standard basis elements is expressed as a li-
near combination of such values. This gives rise to identities. In §4 a 
certain "dual" basis is introduced; this leads to two identities envolving 
Gaussian sums over finite fields. One of them is a formal analogue of the 
classical Barnes' lemma in the theory of hypergeometric functions. By extra-
polation via Galois theory three more identities envolving Gaussian sums 
over certain extensions of the finite field are obtained. 
I would like to thank Jerome Los for talking to me about Jones' work, 
S.G. Gindikin for inviting me to the Winterschool "Geometry and Physics" 
in Srni during his visit to Nice in 1989, Francois Digne and Jean Michel 
for conversations about Hecke algebras and their structure constants in 
Paris, Dagmar Uhrig-Helversen for help and encouragement in preparing the 
poster presented at the Winterschool, Bernd Ronacher for giving a copy of 
the reference /6/ to me and the organizers of the Winterschool for pre-
paring the school so successfully during a period of historical events in 
their country. 
Some detailed acknowledgements concerning the results of §3 and §4 can 
be found in the references /2/ and /3/. 
SI.- HECKE ALGEBRAS AND THEIR STRUCTURE CONSTANTS 
Let us recall some of the contents of §11D and §67 of the book /l/. 
PROPOSITION 1.- Let G be a finite group, H a subgroup of G and e an idempo-
tent in the group algebra CH, let(J>:H-*C be the character of the represen-
tation of H in the left ideal CHe, then CGe affords the induced character 
Y . If ̂  is an irreducible character of G, then we have 
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($,<pG) -£(e) = dimc(eM) , 
where M is a CG-module affording the character $ and where ( , ) denotes the 
skalarproduct of characters. 
DEFINITION 1.- Under the hypothesis of the preceding proposition, the sub-
algebra eCGe of the group algebra €G is called the Hecke algebra £j(G,H,|>) 
associated to G, H and ip. 
PROPOSITION 2.- Let G be a finite group, H a subgroup and y:H-*C* a homomor-
phism of H into the multiplicative group C* of C. Let x ,;.. fx be a system 
of representatives of the double cosets HxHf x*G. We have G-Hx.Hv;.. .vHx H 
and Hx.HAHx.H =5* for i*jf ifj=lf...fr. Define e=|Hl~ X.y(h~ )h, then 
1 D hfeH 
e is an idempotent in CH and ILP is the character of the representation of H 
in the left ideal CHe.The Hecke algebra tt=2fcj(GfHf«}
>) can be described in the 
following way 
(i) Define J=£ j*{l,.. ,r},/ip(x~1hx .)=f(h) for every heH Ax. HxT f; 
for ĵ rJ, let ind(x.) denote the index of the subgroup Hnx.Hx. in the 
group H and define a .=ind (x.) ex.e; the elements a. (jcJ) form a basis 
D I D D 
of It. If «J>=1, the element a. does not depend on the choice of the represen-
tative x. in the'double coset Hx.H, for jeJ. If i^l, the element a. depends 
of this choice up to a factor, which is a root of unity. 
(ii) For i,j*J we have a. a. = ~~~ /̂ . ,, a, where 
1 " k«J 13k K 
--—* 
^ i i k ~ l H l - 1 a (y) a ( y " ^ ) and 
1JK yeHx.HAx.Hx. 1 H 3 K 
1 l k j 
a = ^Z a (y) y , for i,j,k,iej. 
1 yeG 
DEFINITION 2.- Under the hypothesis of the preceding proposition, the basis 
(a.) . is called the standard basis of 5E, if p-»l, and a standard basis of 
St if <pj-l. The complex numbers/L. .. are called the structure constants of 
it, if **=<1, and the structure constants associated to the standard basis 
' V I M 1 ' * ' ' 1 -
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§2.- EXAMPLES 
2 .1 .- Let F be the f in i te f ield containing q elements (q a prime-power), 
Set 
s={<o J) / c,Ь-F, c * э } , u={ f1 J) / ь _ ғ ] , 
let tp:U-*C'* be a homomorphism. 
If <J* is not trivial, a standard basis of the Hecke alqebra St(S,U,^) 
is given by just one element; choosing the representative ( ) in the 
double coset U( )U we set a,=ind( .) e(
n
 ,)e where e is the idempo-





) h = q"
1
 X: f<J -J) (J J) ; 
h*U bfcF 
we have ind ( -)
=
1 and a =e. The Hecke algebra 2C(S,U,ip) is isomorphic 
g 
to C and a. is the unit element. This had to be expected, since Ind (<p) 
is the representation of S.I. GELFAND which is known to be irreducible. 
If ip is trivial, the situation is different: the standard basis is 
given by (a ) __ , .. , where a =ind(^ .) e (̂  ,) e and 
^
 2





)h = q -
1
S : <Jf) _ 
h*U t*F 
The structure constants JUL , „ for c,c' ,c"^ F-<o} are 
' c,c',c" I I if cc'=c" *
 T h e H e c k e a l g e b r a
 ^(S,U,1) is 
isomorphic to C . 
2.2.- Let us now consider the subgroup D = i ( .) / ceF, c/Oj of the 
group S and a homomorphism y : D — ^ <C*. We have 















 a n d (
0 1> 
<* 
form a system of representatives for D N ' D . The elements a and a form 
a standard basis of- 3t(S,D,y) where a =ind( ) e ( .) e = e and 
a.= ind(
Q











 X T , Til'1 J) £ °) . 
dcD c*F,c^O 
The structure constants /(. , . for i, jfk£^0,lj are easily deduced from 
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2 
the fact that a is the unit element and that a=(cf-l)a +(q-2)a_. 
The Hecke algebra ifc(S,D,>r) is isomorphic to <C . 
2.3.- Let G be the general linear group of invertible n by n matrices with 
entries in F, let B be the subgroup of upper triangular matrices and let 
u/: B —> <C* be the trivial character. The Hecke algebra <t(G,B,<p) has the 
standard basis (a ) _, where W is the Weylgroup; for t h e . structure con-
w w*.W 
stants see /!/, § 67. This is Jones' -Hecke algebra H(q,flt7, see /4/. 
§3.- THE COMMUTING ALGEBRA OF THE GELFAND-GRAEV REPRESENTATION OF THE 
FINITE GROUP GL(2,F) 
Let G be the group GL(2,F) of two by two invertible matrices with en-
tries in the finite field F of q elements. Set 
U = { (0 l* f b * F } ' C=! ((0 a> X a*F' a^°] ' H=CU ' 
let (X: C — » <t* be a homomorphism and let <p: U — y <E* be a non-trivial 
homomorphism. Let OOP: H —-» <C" be defined by fx^) (cu) =-\(c) <p(u) for c*C 
and u*U. 
We are interested in the Hecke algebra Jt=2fc-(G,H,«x^) . 
We have the Bruhat decomposition 
(3.1) G = CUDuCUDzU where D= £ (C °) / c*F, c^oj and z= (° J). 
se ts H ^ H , set x =(° ?) and y =(° ?) (? 1) = (? C) for ceF, c?-o; then x Hx" c o l c o l l o l o c c 
The elements of D U D z form a system of representatives for the double co-
-1 
*
is equal to H; we have (oc*p ) (x hx ) = (*̂ ) (h) for every h*Hf\x Hx if and 
only if c=l. The idempotent e of <CH corresponding to ocip is given by 
"-•/ ix"1" _^ ^ ,a 0 _. .,,.1 -b. .a 0. .1 b. 
e _ q ( q_D ._*___ * < a - D t ( 0 1>
 (0 a> (0 1> 
a,beF,a^O 
and ind(x_)ex_e = e is the first element of a standard basis that we ob-
tain following the procedure of proposition 2. Let us call this element a , 
it is the unit of 3t. 
For ofeF, c^O we obtain - with a little computation -
y Hy"1*^ H = C and we have (*̂  ) (y^hy ) = fcx<|>) (h) for h ^ C . Set 
a =ind(y ) ey e , for c«rF, c?-0, we. have ind(yc)-»q. The q elements a 
with c*F form a standard basis of &. With some computation, see reference 
/3/, proposition 1, we obtain the structure constants yt-k with 
i r 1 r k 
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i , j , k € F a s s o c i a t e d to t h i s s t andard b a s i s : 
An 
fo if jA Гo if iЛ ^ Г0 if i^j 
Ч ) , ; ] , ^ ! if j=k , Л i , O Д " [ l Іf i=-k ' ^i,j,0 = | q * ( i ) if i=j ' 
^ц . R = ̂ Ĺ c*(c~ ) <p(c(i+j)-c~ ) (c€ż-F, cA)) 
2 k_ 
i j 
§4.- SOME ANALOGUES OF BARNES1 IDENTITY FOR GAUSSIAN SUMS OVER FINITE 
FIELDS 
Using an analogue of a Mellin transformation, we introduce a kind of 
dual basis of 3f. Let X be the group of multiplicative characters of the 
finite field F. For )pex we set aY.=-(q-l) ^ yic) a , note that 
* C*F,CA> c 
a = / -)Kn" ) ay , for c*F, C/-0. The elements a and ay.,T€-X, form 
c r*x 
a new basis of If. The new structure constants are easily deduced from re-
ference /3/, theoreme 1, formula (5) 
a3 a r = -^iTS{^r) * 0 +**
r){~\} g^r J^ -Dg^S 1 ^^ 1 )^ 
P * q < q 1} U q(q-l) S*X 
where Gaussian sums over F and Kronecker symbols appear; these are defined 
g < $ > - ^ _ S(c)t(c) and *<$>»{?' J J | 2 for^X. 
C«rF,C;-0 L ^ 
In other terms, the new structure constants Aj r j,. for £,..Tri^Xu {o} are 
/ q(q-D 
The charactertable of the group G is well-known, see reference /3/. If 
Ŷ  is the character of an irreducible representation of G, we use the same 
notation Y also for the extension of \ to the group algebra CG by linearity 
and we compute the restriction of this ejstended character Ĵ  to the subalge-
bra tt of <TG. 
Using proposition 1, we know that Y(e) = (Ind fcW) ,X) for every irre-
ducible character ̂  of G, 
By an explicit computation, see reference /3/, proposition 2, we get 
xjje)*0' x^<e)^(^"1A2>'xJ (v^"1(^1)"1^ (*"1^2) y(~1) q ( rA ) 2 ' 
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XA,v ( e ) =^ ("~A v )' XAv
(V)==q~1(q"1^<r(cx~/^v;) (os^ l-Uvlp^ <*<?») 
x ^ t e j - J o * ' ^ ) , x A (V
= ~ q " 1 ( q " 1 ) " 1 < r ( < x " l A j {tKr) (-DG(^A) , 
for A,v,r^(f for A a multiplicative character of the quadratic extension 
F of the finite field F=F such that A M * ; the Gaussian sum G (j**A) 
q q 
is defined by G (yty ) - .< _A(x) y*(xxq) tp(x+xq) , 
x*F 2,xj-0 • 
q 
note that xx is the norm of x and that x+xq is the trace of x, for x an 
element of the quadratic extension of F; the multiplicative character A** 
is defined to be the restriction of A to F. 
PROPOSITION 3.- Let ̂  be a character of G such that ;rje) =1, then the ex-
tension Xj5&—> c --s a n algebra homomorphism (see /!/) . 
The hypothesis of proposition 3 is satisfied for Xr&u.with /K =-0C, for 
^=X i L V withAV=OC , for ^--XA with A=0C; for these characters X it follows 
that £ <*£>£<ay-) sX(a(S V f ° r a11 fi'T**' 
Using the explicit computation of the structure constants A3/-P/ we 
obtain the following identities 
£<sx ^ g W^ 
+q(q-l)cT(/3r/K.V) (M*) (-1) , 
for all £,jrV*-rv€-X, and 
-(q-D^X. g ^ l g f e - S V ' ^ ) =-^^P"--+q(q-l)<r(r3rA)A(-l), 
for all /--^X and for all multiplicative characters A of F such that 
q 
AM q» here A denotes the restriction of A to F -fo\ . 
q J 
For a detailed proof, see reference /3/,ARemarque A if 
The first type of identities bears a strong formal analogy to the 
classical Barnes1 lemma in the theory of hypergeometric functions: 
1 °*C t>tn osrtr, -^^.-^,_,-^._r(b+m)r(b+n)r(c+m)r(c+n) 2̂ i J i nb-s)r<c-s)r>.+s)P(n+s)ds-- r { b + c + m + n ) ' 
where b,c,m,n are complex numbers and /^denotes the gammma function, see 
reference /5/. 
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The second type of identities is an extrapolation of the first type 
considering characters A of the extension F of F instead of the 
q q 
character (M.,v) of the extension F *F . 
q q 
In /2/ we generalize this situation, see theorem 2, obtaining an iden-
tity for certain commutative algebras of degree 4 over the finite field F . 
This leads to five special cases, corresponding to the five conjugacy 
classes of the dihedral group D . Let us formulate the result: 
THEOREM (five Barnes' identities for finite fields): Let q be a prime 
power, let F (respectively F , respectively F ) denote the finite field 
q q q 
2 4 
of q (respectively q , respectively q ) elements, let QC,0<'f0C ,0t.-,-0(4 denote 
multiplicative characters of F , let A, A fA denote multiplicative cha-
racters of F , let X, A w A« denote respectively the restrictions of A, 
q 
A w A 9 to F -{o^ , let (£ denote a multiplicative character of F , let 
q q 
<p denote its restriction to F - ̂ OJ , let £ be an element of F such 
q q 
that g.q =-1, let Tr2/1 (respectively Tr . ) denote the trace of F (re-
q 
spectively F ) to F , let N . (respectively N.,.,) denote the norm of 
q q 
F (respectively F . ) to F , let ̂  be a non trivial additive character 
q q q 
of F , define the Kronecker symbols and Gaussian sums by 
q 
5 ( o 0 = f l if =1 ' g(0C)a ^ ' X ( a ) ľ(a) ' 
v- " aeF,aA) 
:(Л)- 2 Z Z Л(x) v(тr (x)) , <%®-.Ş ф 0/ 
then we have the following ident i t ies 
qtoM)qW<X)q{<xx)q{<*<x) , — - , -
(i) — — — — ^-^ ^ Z ^ t o f i ) ? ^ * )g(öc3<K)g(oc4oc
L) 
-q(q-l) S OX^^D^) (fK^) (-1) •, 
я UXfaOí^) q" << 
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( i i ) ^ ^ = " 5Tî 2 І « $ (A в N4/2 , ) - q ( c r l ) S{V$Щ 
Л 
G l A І J G(Л Л^ì 
( i i i ) • - =- — ^ G t Л - ^ N , , . ) ) G í A A Ҳ o N . . . ) 
g ( X x A 2 ) ^
1 ^ Л Л 
-q(q-l ) cГíA^A^) A-^-l) , 
G(A(öřfN , ) ) G ( Л ( * * N / )) 
( i v ) ± — = - — ү 2 _ g (o * ) g (ÍX2OO G ( A (<* O N Л ) 
g( f*-к 2 Л) cKw 
-q(q-l) Ŝ ЬC-JX̂ X) Л(---) r 
g ( \ ) g(A ) G ( A 1 A 2 ) 1 ^— 
( v ) LA. = 5H 2 - , G ( A i A ) G ( A 2 A ) 
-qtq-DcTtA^) Ax(-D (
A ! A 2 ) ( ^ 0 ) 




)(z) = A ( N
4 / 2
( Z ) ) > for zc=F ^ here N
4 / 2
 denotes the 
norm of F to F . 
q q 
For a detailed and direct proof of this theorem see reference /2/. 
Many questions arise naturally: The identity (i) corresponds to the 
principal series characters of the group GL(2
f
 F ), the identity (iv) cor-
q 
responds to the discrete series characters of GL(2, F ); is there a repre­
sentation theoretic interpretation of the identities (ii), (iii) or (v) ? 
No answer is known. 
Analogous computations for GL(n
f
F ) seem to be complicated, even the 
q 
structure constants of the Hecke algebra of the Gelfand-Graev representation 
are not known. This algebra is commutative and its dimension is well-known. 
The principal series of GL(n
f
F ) will probably give rise to a higher 
dimensional Barnes' lemma; this could lead to a higher dimensional classi­
cal Barnes' lemma and there should be interesting consequences for the theo-
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ry of hypergeometric functions. 
The identity (ii) is the most twisted in the sens of Galoistheory. Is 
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